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With the rapid development of the three operators of the whole business and private 
enterprises, broadband market presents as the competition pattern of the price war and service 
war. The loss of telecom broadband customer is increasingly grim, so how to hold the 
customer has become a top priority. The purpose of this dissertation is to research how to 
combine the data mining technology and the broadband loss warning, and use the data 
warehouse and data mining tools to build the model of broadband churn prediction to provide 
strong support for retaining customers and targeted marketing. 
This dissertation briefly introduces the relevant theoretical knowledge of data mining, 
data warehouse and the choice of data mining tools firstly. Then, building the framework of 
this article and digging the broadband customer by the CRISP-DM process model, which 
includes data mining step such as business understanding, data understanding, data 
preparation, model building, model evaluation, model implementation steps. At the same time, 
the dissertation combines the customer file of the telecom CRM system, the information of 
user consumption of billing system, and the customer access to the Internet which is cleaned 
by the large data platform, to the data sources for data mining, which build and evaluate the 
model of data mining construction by the SPSS software. Finally, in order to get the main 
factors affecting the loss of broadband customer and the main rules, this dissertation apply the 
decision tree algorithm of telecom broadband user data for data analysis, which provide 
decision support information for the department of business to retain customers. Apart from 
that, mining the user data with high possibility of churn from broadband user data at last 
month by the broadband loss warning model, can provide the target user list of marketing for 
the front-line sales staff, so as to retain customers effectively. 
The prediction model of broadband churn in this research, which can reduce the churn 
rate of the customer in stock effectively, has been applied to the marketing platform in 
enterprises. It has practical guiding significance to the telecommunication enterprise wide 
band market strategy implementation, and then enhances and sustains competitive advantage 
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